Abstract Communication Studies currently undergoes a crisis of paradigms that requires an ontological review that must begin with a debate about the conditions of possibility of every communicational phenomena. In this article we argue that semiosis offers a conceptual framework that allows for the study of communication as qualitative action. Semiosis, or the action of the sign, is here defined as a fundamental process based on perception that models the world of species, creating cognition and culture. At the core of semiosis are dynamic structures that the authors have defined as 'ontological diagrams'. The first purpose of Semiotics of Communication is to understand how these modeling systems evolve ontologically and phylogenically, producing, in the case of human culture, means of communication ever more varied and technologically advanced.
unsustainable because the speed at which technology renews itself is immensely higher than the capacity to theorize about it. These limited epistemological choices led traditional theories of communication to a spiral of progressive irrelevance in relation to modern challenges. 2 While real communication becomes more and more ubiquitous and broad, following the natural tendency of phenomena to generalize, the study about it has become narrower and narrower. The scientific field of communication communicates less and less with other fields and the outcome is that a large part of the theoretical work done today in Communication Studies is simply to comment on its own theories. Enclosed and delimited, communication stares at its own bellybutton. A true refutal of positivism, in its various manifestations and disguises, must begin with the valorization of the metaphysics of the conditions of possibility and the ontology of the phenomenon which have been underestimated by most of current theories. We claim that these two aspects lead to a vision of communication as a natural dynamic process that connects living beings to the environment through information flows and qualified actions.
Dynamics and Limits of Transmissions
One of the guidelines that unified studies in different areas of the sciences of man and life was the comprehension of the processes of communication as actions that can transform biological or social interactions. The significant jump in acknowledging these actions was given by discovering the role that information plays, indistinctively, in these transformations.
We know that the possibility of defining units of measurement, solving differential equations and describing the evolution of a phenomenon or system yielded important chapters in the history of science from Astronomy to Genetics. Thus, the discovery of equations that allow mathematical and logical calculations is a distinctive knowledge marker. This situation was no different in studies of transmissions. The discovery of mathematician Claude Shannon about information as a unit of measurement, even if probabilistic, opened doors of knowledge unifying and distinguishing processes of transmission of information among people, machines, organisms and processes.
Studies of communication and language were also largely affected by Shannon's discovery, particularly those studies about transmissions that put enphasys in the interaction between emitter and receptor as both share a common code. Anthropologists, sociologists, linguists and communicologists developed theoretical formulations from the mathematical model that acclaimed the linear diagram of communication, today a classic model among the transmission studies.
From the consideration of quantities it was possible to develop comparative studies that called the attention to the exuberance of the effects of communication, especially when they concern senses. Besides that, the diversification of means of communication opened the way to dimension the dynamics of transmissions and messages. Because the system of transmission of information is potentially dynamic, the messages permit, equally, diversified confrontations that project different effects. Studies on sociabilities and discourse took the studies on the effects of meaning to their last consequences.
There is, however, a disturbing datum in this apparently well-arranged scenario: the transformation of the information into message and the ulterior production of meaning may be a plural act which does not fit the linear model of the mathematical theory of communication. This means that sense and even effects of sense may not be considered only in its quantitative nature. In this article, information is defined as qualified message that emerges from diversity, and the fight for information defines the meaning of life. Certainly, diversity implies quantity. Quality emerges from distinction producing meaning. Because this is a disturbing datum for the quantitative paradigm, it requires a change in the route of reasoning.
The Qualified Action and the Ontological Diagrams
The hypothesis to be examined in this essay is that the geometry of space-time and the information flows that cross it originate an array of relations in the form of ontological diagrams. The ontological diagram is the condition of possibility of communication because it articulates the network of relations that emerges from the esthetical perception (space-time), operating as an interface between the cognoscent species and the information flow that joins it to the world. In this way, the internal-external, emitter-receptor, subject-object dichotomies are eliminated in favor of a systemic view based on the continuity of the processes of information and signification.
We claim here that ontological diagrams are real and semiotically active structures. Let us start with an example from the so-called physical world. Imagine it is possible to take two electrons, each one in one extremity of the Universe. Even being separated by approximately 14 billion light-years, they are part of the same space-time geometry. If we were able to make one of them disappear, like in a magic trick, the other would be immediately affected because both share the same space-time geometry. Moreover, due to the dynamics that governs the evolution of the processes based on resonances, the absence of just one electron would have a cumulative effect that, over time, would alter the course of events throughout the universe. This is due to the hypersensitivity to small changes in the initial conditions that mark chaotic dynamic systems (Ruelle 1991 ). This extreme example shows that everything connects with all the rest in a fundamental level of reality. It is then the ontological diagram that comprehends as communication the mutuality of relations in interactive processes, not the linear determinism.
We must not think, however, that ontological diagrams refer only to a spacetime reality exterior to the mind. On the contrary, they dissolve the notions of interior and exterior in favor of the continuity of the information flows. That is because space-time is also relative to our perceptive capacity. Perceptive systems with different ways to capture and interpret information have different esthetical experiences. A rock relates to space-time in a very different way from a plant, and this one from an insect, and this one from a fish, and this one from a mammal.
Each of the objects, individuals or species that participate in the ontological diagram can be described as a system 3 that has a certain permeability to the information that comes from the environment, interpreting and reacting the way its constitution allows. Each of these systems develops, therefore, a geometric ontology, or ontological diagram, in order to configure a network of relations that is developed in the environment, as well as the internal relations that structure it. In this way, systems can remain and evolve, exploring the information that they capture through their perception of reality. Focusing initially on the conditions of possibility of communication, we naturally reach the comprehension that communication is not simply the transmission of signs, but the sharing of meaning among individuals or species that share similar ontological diagrams. In the case of living species, that is directly related to biological evolution (about evolution in communication see, among others, Hauser 1997, and Maturana 2001) . Human beings, as primates, possess perceptive systems very similar to the chimpanzees', which permit a very important degree of communication between these two species. As the differentiation between our perceptive system and other species' increase, the conditions of communicative possibilities decrease.
Ontogeny and Phylogeny in Communication
There are no processes of transformation of information nor meaning generation outside perceptive systems. Depending on the general conditions in which perception takes place, the transformation process can be understood as ontogenesis or phylogenesis. The ontogenetic process is concerned with the modification which takes places inside the system of a species or of a living being. The phylogenetic process is observed when the transformation shapes species in different environments. Ontogenesis and phylogenesis work together, as every process of evolutionary dynamics. That's why they cannot be taken as an isolated phenomenon but can be understood only as two complementary and mutually involved operations. It follows that perceptive systems growing towards communication and language arise from both ontogenetic and phylogenetic processes.
Having this in mind, we can understand why human species has developed mainly around the verbal sign, so that different classes of signs such as visual, spatial, kinetics and acoustic signs, and the whole human perception, have developed under control of verbal signs. However, considering the wide realm of bios 5 -not constrained by human life-sign systems sprout completely out of control. In fact, the different forms of interaction and different interrelationships between species bring different ontologies to light. In this case, the domain of ontogenesis cover the wide field concerned on the conceptualization of phenomena, species and their relationships. Nevertheless, transformations operate semiotic possibilities in the interior of each species with respect to their specific properties. This is the domain of phylogenesis, where varieties of species or signs grows up in the context of invariants.
The belief that the 'word of speech' defines the human domain in the biological realm undoubtedly places the human being on the ontogenesis of verbal language. This is an phylogenetic invariant of the system of communication inside the very large sphere of bios of our planet. Nonetheless, the expansion of communicative possibilities beyond of the verbal domain shows how the dynamics of phylogenesis sets to work. The verbal language surrenders to phylogenesis in contact with environmental interactions, particularly those that concern the cultural environment circumscribed by the anthropologic condition.
The point of view of the ontology of communicative phenomena requires a courageous interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary effort to search, in physics, biology and system-theory, for the concepts that are necessary to comprehend the new embeddedness of the theories of communication. Embeddedness that has actually led to the constitution of a field of knowledge: semiotics. Semiotics studies semiosis, or the action of the sign, in its highest possible abstraction. Its interest lies in comprehending a vast range of phenomena, such as mechanisms that regulate actions, as immediate reactions to stimuli, perception, ostension, representation, decision-making, concept formation, idea sharing, argument production, rhetoric, persuasion, etc. Actually, wherever there is assimilation and interpretation of information, there will be an action of the sign, which makes semiosis a constitutive and constituent phenomenon of reality.
What is, then, Semiotics of Communication?
Semiotics of Communication is an approach that understands communication as a semiotic problem, i.e. as an interactive process in a universe composed of open systems and subsystems organized through information flows, in which the action of signs, or semiosis, is the fundamental phenomenon. If the possibility of communication is an ontological component of reality, among the living beings it stops being a possibility to become manifest: communication is an interactive behavior that emerges as the propensity 6 of species for interacting in the environment in the search for conditions of survival and continuous evolution. 5 Bios refers here to the sphere of life, biosphere (in the sense of V. Vernadsky (1997)), and also to experiences of common descent of the living world (common descent with modification), from C. Darwin (2003) . 6 According to the Philosophical works of Karl Popper propensity means the tendency of some occurrences under generating conditions. That is to say, the outcome of a physical experiment is produced by a certain set of generation conditions. Propensity means probability and may express the contingencies which a system is subject to and consequently the actions that happen under deterministic conditions (Ulanowicz, 2000: 140-1) .
From the semiotic point of view, the propensity for interaction in the environment is an act of knowledge of the world that precedes the transmission of information in codified messages. It is then the diagrammatic operation of design in favor of the constitution of an ontology of primordial relations in semiotic spaces. Comprehending the design of relations that build cognitive acts and offer them under the form of diagrams is an elementary task of ontology that bases semiotic investigation over communication.
Because it has been defined as a generating principle of communicative possibilities and also of knowledge, the ontological diagram becomes, equally, the foundation of the semiotic approach of communication. It is about valuing models of communication prior even to the constitution of language itself. That is because, in the evolutionary chart, language emerges in a set of phylogenetic transformations and will define a vocation of the human species that, in turn, defines its anthropological condition. Although language, in the human context, organizes the process of transformation of information into message, it is not language that defines the ontology of communication, but the design of interactive diagrams. Hence semiosis comes to be the primordial object of study of the semiotics of communication.
In living species, semiosis manifests itself as act of knowledge of the world and, therefore, as a process of modeling that starts in perception and goes through the processes of representation. Modeling is a semiotic concept that allows us to comprehend semiosis when a certain semiotic action generates an operation that can signify a model. The process of modeling was forged in the context of communication of man-machine mediation to make it explicit how cultural, technological and cognitive codes generate languages, and how each one, in the limit of its possibilities, signifies. The modeling process aims to value the significant dimension of information. Each modeling system, in turn, operates in a field of possibilities suitable for its internal logic. (see Lotman 1978; Merrell and Anderson 1990) That being said, we can present that which configures a vigorous unfolding of our hypothesis: semiosis as generating action of bios in evolution. Semiosis then neither is a privilege of humanity nor does it have its origin in some specific and determined stage of the evolution of species on Earth. It is, prior to this, the phenomenon that allows the evolution of species themselves, from their basic functions to the emergence of complex properties such as intelligence and abstract reasoning. According to our point of view, semiosis is the integrating action that permits interaction in different scales from inanimate to animate. We reach, thus, the semiosphere that integrates all different spheres of life on the planet.
Semiosis or the Symbolic Action of Relations
The field of study of Semiotics of Communication, the way it is focalized here, privileges the study of semiosis in transformations of information in the qualified action of signs and in constructive processes of the significations of specific contexts. In this sense, it does not submit itself to a clear demarcation, a sharp cut separating what is inside and what is outside of the communicational process. On the contrary, it is a bet on the relevance of interface, the permeability of boundaries, the intervals, the gradients of possibilities. The path of semiosis, by defining itself through the action of signs, leads precisely to the instances of mediation that permeate the phenomena, from natural laws to mental habits expressed by means of concepts and symbols.
Focused on the investigation of «how», it is possible to say that semiotics of communication attempts to comprehend the states and actions that make the emergence of signification possible from perception, and how signification evolves to the sharing of meanings formed by communities of interpretants.
Thus, we are far from considering semiosis as a product of a biunivocity between signifier and signified. The interpretative dimension of the signic process does not fit the dyadic equation which does not foresee the relational variable that emerges in context. Therefore, the semiosis that is observed in contexts of communication configures itself as a triadic combination from the relations that signs establish with their objects and also with their interpretants. This is a distinctive operation that forms the significant potential of messages. Only in this way, semiotics fulfils the function that Peirce attributed to it by considering it as a doctrine of the essential nature and the fundamental varieties of semiosis, i.e. of the productive chain of meaning construction. Its founding base is neither a type of sign nor a dyadic relation, but the diagram designed by thought from the logic of relations that commands the different operations among sign, object and interpretant, allowing us to distinguish the varieties of signs always from trichotomies. The essential point here is the pattern that connects the relations and gives birth to a new diagrammatic form which is relatively stable, yet in continuous transformation and development: fluid and live metaphors.
This new configuration of the field admits those instances of the knowledge of the communicative act that escaped from the tradition of philosophical studies that did not point to the labor of thought itself, its abductions and constructions free from mental diagrams. Understood as a propelling force of the ontology of communication itself, the labor of thought that is insinuated in its contemplative movements approaches the spheres of science and art-what makes scientific and artistic creations strategic neighbors in the field of communication. Strategic because they operate in the field of probabilities and pure contemplation without any deliberate concern about the finished product and its unfoldings. As a result, we can advance to the explanation of self-world that the Umwelt of human sensory system makes possible (see in sequence).
What view must the semiotician of communication pursue? When one tries to exercise a semiotic view over the world, the fundamental step is to identify the processes of mediation, of interface, that sustain all the current complexity of communicative phenomena, from gesture to management. If so far we have recognized the processes of modeling experience and, therefore, laying the grounds for perception and generating the ontological diagram itself, now it is time to make explicit the character of actions in the context of the living world, its processes of struggle, of games of interest, of conflict and diversity in relations. It is time to claim the place of communication in the semiosic dynamic of the living world-what we call culture.
First of all, it is important to stress that semiotics of communication does not accept either the incognoscibility of the thing-in-itself or the aprioristic status of the categories. On the contrary, it proposes the phylogenetic emergence of modeling systems capable of producing symbolic networks. These networks are formed by similarity (metaphors) and contiguity associations (metonymies), as well as by general patterns that connect both in a totalizing model of accumulated experiences. Thus, semiotic systems emerge in the phylogenetic context of the evolution of species. The general tendency of these systems to produce patterns favors the emergence of symbolic species, and it is the organization of these symbolic actions, codifier of behaviorist dispositions, that gives birth to systems and languages of culture-human and non-human.
The systems of culture are, therefore, active models of the world, i.e. models capable of "building a program for the conduct of the individual, the collectivity, the machine, etc., once it defines the choice of rules and motivations that support it" (Sebeok 1996: 132) . Models are essential to maintain the connection in the environment. Just take into consideration the ideas explored by Thomas Sebeok (1996: 138 and ff) .
Following the clues of Louis Leakey's reasoning, Sebeok observes that Homo habilis, described for the first time in 1964, corresponds to a transitory African species of hominid that, although provided with an apparatus of modeling of the world allocated in its 600-800cc brain, proved unable to design a codification that allowed it to organize articulated language. Homo erectus, on its turn, whose skull sheltered a larger cerebral volume, from 800-1200cc, developed not only linguistic competence, but also the use of tools and fire. Homo sapiens, provided with a cranial capacity of 1400cc, was able to codify language into discourse and decode it in communicational processes completing the circuit of communication. From which Sebeok concludes that: "language evolves as an adaptation, whereas speech develops from language as a derivative exaptation 7 over a successive period of approximately two million years" (Sebeok 1996: 139) . Language is defined as propensity of the species that tends naturally to explore the conditions of communicative possibility that nature offers it.
The propensity for the emergence of a semiotic system in the phylogenetic context makes us face a notion not so commonly fostered: human species developed propensity for language and, in a process of ulterior exaptation, for natural speech (Portuguese, English, French, etc) and cultural systems of different levels of complexity, e.g. writing systems. For Sebeok, "language did not evolve to favor the communicative demands of humanity. It evolved … as a sophisticated mechanism of modeling, according to Uexküll's Umweltlehre" (Sebeok 1996: 127-8) .
That is intended to mean the following: language, in its evolution, plays much more a role of modeling than of instrument of communication. Language is the result of a phylogenetic evolution of the human species. Diversified in spatial, kinetic and sonorous signs, semiosis, otherwise, sets human ontogeny. In the context of cultural systems, the modeling capacity contains the systemic and evolutionary character that is present in the living world as capacity for interaction, for fight, for life preservation. This reasoning is another way to say that context and culture imply each other mutually in the world of living species.
Here lies the basis of a new Copernican revolution, this time disputing the anthropocentric view that only the human species possesses culture. The fact that human culture flourishes today especially in the symbolic universe and in relations of space-time virtuality does not imply that there can be culture only in the human semiosphere. Ethology and anthropology are not so far as we supposed some decades ago. The systems modeled by languages need to be comprehended, therefore, in the interior of broader environments, which are the cultural systems that flourish nurtured by the input received from the ecology of relations. We reach, here, the root of the problem that semiotics of communication wants to investigate: the modeling processes of cultural ecosystems in the broad movement of configuration of bios. That is, in its most complex network of semiotic relations that evolve while continually reinterpreting themselves, inter-relating and mingling, producing living mentalities.
Umwelt: The Modeling of the Living World in Semiosphere
By recognizing that we are part of a bios much more ample and diversified than man, and that, therefore, anthropos is not the primordial being, we enter into a path that leads to the qualification of different perceptions where the surroundings of a species is, above all, everything that its interior world projects. In context, however, different subjectivities distinguish elementary acts from specific signs in the semiosis that animates life in the semiosphere, projecting different models of signification of the world. Estonian biologist Jakob von Uexküll (1864 Uexküll ( -1944 called the dynamics of this context of significations Umwelt. For Uexküll, all species are gifted with perception and, therefore, create a subjective world from their environment. That is, a self-world. Because they are not excluding and because they live together in contexts, they deserve equally specific and interacting focalizations. The results of such observations generated the concept of Umwelt, as the theorist himself explains:
"each organism is equipped to obtain certain perception from the exterior world. Each species lives in its sensorial world, to which other species may be partially or totally blind… What an organism detects in its surroundings is always a part of what is around it. And this part is different according to the organism" (apud Sebeok 1996: 137).
The significant universe of «sense» that we are able to organize as beings gifted with «senses» compose our Umwelt, which works as a bubble, or sphere, of synthesized significations from perceptions built in the intertwining of ontogenetic and phylogenetic evolutions, of the evolutionary course of a species and of the network of significations that each species develops with the reality it perceives and participates in.
It is evident that semiosis is far from conceiving the processing of information and messages as mere acts of transmission. We are in the presence of actions qualified by the sensorial organs of the organism and produced in context. Here, communication is a modeling process of the world that develops differently in each species. From the Umwelt's point of view, the model of the world shelters varieties of possibilities, including the exaptations of possible experiences. On the other hand, from the point of view of Innenwelt, the model of self-world refers to the real world of everyday experience (Deely 1990: 81) . As a result, it is important to consider the different contexts of experience performing semiosis in the world of bios.
Uexküll's theory of signification re-dimensions the context of relations placing emphasis on the alignments of subjectivity of the self-worlds that they make explicit, thus, different forms of living and mentalities. Consequently, Umwelt reveals the modeling condition of culture among different species, and at the same time it refines the role of mind in valuing significant qualities of interactions.
If, as we saw previously in the context of Umwelt, information emerges from a network of qualitative actions, the geometry of ontological diagrams is systemic and, consequently, communication is sharing, mediation and interface, then it is impossible to assert that the field of communication is clearly delimited. The movement of continuity is what makes semiosis a flow of associative relations in evolution. Semiotic information is qualitative and, as such, cannot be fractioned or computed. The triadic division itself of classes of signs into sign, object and interpretant emerges from contextual relations that can be different according to the modeling operation, the context and the Umwelt that is developed in the process of signification itself. If communication in its symbolic messages, especially discursive, exercises one of the modeling possibilities through the creation of relatively structured units of signification, that must not mislead the semiotician of communication to think that the linguistic discourse cuts out and structures them in codified distinctions. On the contrary, semiotics of communication must investigate the continuum of the processes of signification that participate in human communication and structure what we call culture.
In the same way that Uexküll formulates the concept of Umwelt regarding the interaction that different subjectivities project in the environment in contact with information, semiotician Yuri Lotman, a Russian, extends the comprehension of the interactions in context from the point of view of the continuity that forms a cultural universe that he denominates semiosphere (Lotman 1985) . If semiosis is the action that connects, semiosphere corresponds to the internally and externally articulated environment. Semiosphere designates the environment of culture, caught in the continuous flow of its semioses.
If culture is a flow and everything occurring in it always has a precedent, no action in the semiosphere can be considered separately. Semiosis results, as a consequence, from a modeling that Lotman attributes to intelligence functioning, i.e. to the faculty which systems are provided with for the production of information that guarantees the permanence of life. This mechanism of intelligence constitutes the universe of mind (Lotman 1990) , an attribute of the system, not limited to the human species.
The studies on semiosphere inaugurate a perspective of approach to culture whose challenge is the comprehension of systemic relations that, generically, we have called environmental. This is a look in which the connections in the context of Umwelt, particularly of nature-and-culture, can be dimensioned, more and more, by the gradient of the distinct semioses. It is an attempt to comprehend the continuum of qualified relations among the systems where nature and culture integrate a single and same system of changes.
Considering the semiosphere as a semiotic continuum that models actions and behaviors to generate Umwelt, we will conquer its most valuable concept: the idea that our nature is culture-formulation which Kalevi Kull (1998) For semiotics of communication, therefore, the first step towards understanding culture is to naturalize it. Feeling once more at home in the universe (Wheeler 2003) , we are able to evaluate the amplitude of the effects of our actions and exercise a certain reasonableness that guarantees our permanence in the general ecology of relations within nature.
The Encounter of Transdisciplinarity and the Radicalization of Criticism
Yes, the field of communication communicates. The attempts to circumscribe it in itself have created autistic and tautological theories. Semiotics of communication is situated precisely in the counterfield of these hypotheses. If the sign is born out of perception, as well as every possible knowledge, then every possible knowledge depends on signs and can, consequently, be studied semiotically. A number is a symbol. An atom is a metaphor. Life is a narrative. And, as Peirce states, the universe is a symphony of signs (CP 5.119). Incommunication cannot be an assumption of communication, let alone its disciplinary field. Incommunication assumes isolation and, consequently, denies the semiosphere and Umwelt's confrontations. It nullifies even the exaptation of the semiotic-cognitive apparatus itself.
We must not fear the presence of qualitative actions in the field of possibilities. On the contrary, a certain dose of vagueness, indetermination and intersection must maintain the several scientific fields in organic contact so that we do not lose the sense of belonging to each other and to the world as a whole. What we aim at here, therefore, is to understand the sign as a transdisciplinary sui generis element, and semiotics of communication as a field that emerges from the contacts among the other fields, allowing certain knowledge to be translated into some other, assuring its intelligibility and its understanding.
We must abandon, thus, the emphasis on the happening sequence of facts in order to penetrate the subtlety of the mentality of social processes, the long-lasting arcades that sustain the development and transformation of senses. It is in these depths, previous to rationality itself, that communication's fundamental raw material is synthesized. Here the strict straitjacket of academic subjects is not accepted, as well as the methods that guarantee results accepted by peers or the hypotheses that announce conclusions. By assuming transdisciplinarity, semiotics of communication does not intend to offer a totalizing view of these processes, but, on the contrary, assumes the blind point intrinsic to any observation of the world, as it is precisely there that the windows of semiosis open to.
Semiotics of communication develops as a critical theory of culture by radicalizing and exposing the true root of the problem of communication and its ontology. Instead of getting lost in the commentary of the contingent effects produced by means of communication, it brings to the center of the debate the context of the development of conceptual tools and the cognitive apparatus itself without which no technological instrument, whether it is the stone or the computer, would be possible.
Means of mass communication, which present more and more improved and unthinkable resources from one decade to another, have not developed on the margin of the cognitive processing of man in nature and culture. Although this connection is radically far from the interests of the engineer, the technologist and the computer scientist, we risk affirming that it is not absent from the knowledge that sciences of communication-in a sphere of transdisciplinary interaction-have already implemented. We would say it is the basis of our applied social sciences, where "applied" is not mere demonstration of discoveries, but dialectic exercise of transforming information into message. Here we have a differential argument: the human need to produce information that signify and that can be, indefinitely, interpreted. In the human ambit, we are not talking about quantity of information, but differential quality of messages.
In this sense, means of communication have occupied the culture scene not because they are vehicles for transmission of information, but because they design languages with differentiated cultural codes: from alphabet to typography; from photography to cinematography; from discography to videography and to digital and computerized codes. Communication languages, which translate messages in such varied codified formations, have become agents of transformation of culture-and not only mass culture. It is phylogeny and ontogeny we are talking about. It is the ontological diagram we expect to feed because its development corresponds to the continuous growth of information and the cultural enrichment that characterizes the semiosis based on qualitative actions.
